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Summary
In this paper, we present the prediction of deleterious variants in noncoding regions and
protein-coding genes based on whole-genome sequence data of 673 pigs. Predicted sets are
enriched for rare derived variants. The density of predicted deleterious variants across the
genome correlates negatively with a proxy for recombination rate. The variants will be used
for assessing the value of deleterious variants for increasing the accuracy of genomic
selection, and for population genomics of and breeding to reduce deleterious load in pigs.
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Introduction
Deleterious variation is a ubiquitous feature of genomes. Damaging mutations happen faster
than they can be removed by natural selection, so populations suffer a deleterious load
compared to a theoretical mutation-free condition (Haldane 1937). The load is exaggerated in
livestock populations, due to population bottlenecks, inbreeding and lack of natural selection
(Moyers et al. 2017).
Reducing deleterious load is potentially a way to increase livestock performance.
There are two potential approaches. First, deleterious sequence variants could be used as
prior information to improve prediction accuracy in genomic selection models (MacLeod et
al. 2016, Westhues et al. 2017). Second, gene editing or designed matings could be used to
reduce the frequency of individual deleterious variants. Both approaches would need
sequence-level predictions of deleterious variants.
The aim of this paper is to predict deleterious sequence variants in pigs, genomewide, to create deleterious variant sets for genomic selection and population genomics. First,
we predict deleterious variants in a whole-genome dataset from a pig breeding population.
Then, we assess the derived allele frequency spectra and genomic distribution of predicted
deleterious variants.

Methods
Sequence data
The whole-genome dataset consists of variable coverage, whole-genome sequence from 673
individuals of the PIC Genus breeding programme. 58 individuals were sequenced at 30X on
the Illumina HiSeq X platform, 598 at between 1X and 5X on the Illumina HiSeq 4000
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platform, and the other 16 at intermediate coverage. We performed adapter trimming with
Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014), alignment with bwa (Li 2013), alignment deduplication
with Picard (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/index.html), and variant calling with the
GATK HaplotypeCaller (McKenna et al. 2010). We calculated allele frequencies of
autosomal variants using VCFTools (Danecek et al. 2011).
Genome alignment and annotation
We created a reference-guided multiple sequence alignment of the pig and 10 other species.
We used the pig (Sscrofa11.1), cow (UMD3.1.1), bison (UMD1.0), sheep (Oar_v3.1), goat
(ARS1), horse (EquCab2.0), cat (Felis_catus_8.0), dog (CanFam3.1), mouse (GRCm38.p5),
human (GRCh38.p10), and chicken (Galgal5) genomes. The multiple sequence alignment
was created by pairwise alignment with Lastz (Harris 2007), processing with axtChain and
chainNet (Kent et al. 2003), and integration using Multiz (Blanchette et al. 2004).
We estimated a phylogeny from the alignment using RAxML (Stamatakis 2014),
using the chicken as an outgroup. We reconstructed ancestral states with the empirical Bayes
method of the phangorn R package (Schliep 2010). We called an ancestral allele if the
posterior difference between the best and second best base was greater than 0.5.
We classified variants as protein-coding synonymous, nonsynonymous or non-protein
coding using the NCBI Sus scrofa annotation release 106 and the Variant Effect Predictor
(McLaren et al. 2016). As a proxy for recombination rate, we counted exact matches of the
CCCCACCCC motif (Tortereau et al. 2012) in 1 megabase bins of the pig reference genome.
Predictions of deleterious variants
We used GERP++ to calculate constraint scores across the multiple genome alignment
(Davydov et al. 2010). We consider derived alleles at positions with a GERP score > 1 as
potentially deleterious.
We also predicted deleterious variants in protein coding genes using residual variant
intolerance scores (RVIS) (Petrovski et al. 2013). We calculated intolerance scores for all
genes, and for protein domains derived from Pfam (Finn et al. 2016). We consider
nonsynonymous variants in genes and domains at the bottom 5% of the respective
intolerance score distributions as potentially deleterious.

Results
The whole-genome sequence data of 673 pigs produced five sets of predicted deleterious
variants: constrained noncoding variants (1,062,820), constrained protein-coding variants
(21,080), protein-coding variants in intolerant genes (6219), and protein-coding variants in
intolerant protein domains (3808). The overlaps between protein-coding variant sets are
shown in Figure 1. There is limited overlap between the different prediction sets, with only
538 variants shared between constrained variants and the two intolerance variant sets.
The predicted deleterious variant sets have skewed derived allele frequency spectra,
with excess low frequency variants. The constrained noncoding variant set has excess low
frequency variants compared to variants that are not constrained (Figure 2a). The coding
variant sets have excess low frequency variants compared to the whole set of
nonsynonymous variants (Figure 2b). Nonsynonymous variants cause substitutions of amino
acids to proteins, and are therefore already likely to be enriched for deleterious variants.
However, the excess of low frequency variants is greater in the predicted deleterious variant
sets, in particular the constrained protein-coding variants.
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There is a negative relationship between the local density of deleterious variants and
the local recombination rate. Figure 3a shows the ratio of noncoding deleterious variants to
tolerated variants in 1 megabase bins along the chromosome 1. There is a depletion of
deleterious variants near the ends of chromosomes, where recombination rate is higher
(Tortereau et al. 2012). Figure 3b shows the local relationship between the ratio of
constrained noncoding variants to tolerated variants, and the count of a sequence motif
associated with high recombination rate, along the whole genome. The Pearson correlation is
-0.26.

Discussion
We predicted deleterious sequence variants based on sequence constraint over evolutionary
timescales (GERP++), and based on identifying genes and protein domains intolerant to
variation (RVIS). We assessed the allele frequency spectra, and the relationship with a proxy
for recombination rate, and recovered known features of deleterious variants.
Skewed allele frequency spectra, with excess low frequency variants compared to
control variant sets, are consistent with the idea that purifying selection decreases the
frequency of deleterious variants (Cooper et al. 2010). This suggests that the predicted
variant sets are enriched for deleterious variants.
There is a negative relationship between noncoding constrained variants and
recombination rate. This negative correlation is consistent with more efficient selection
against deleterious variants in high recombination regions (Hussin et al. 2015). This is a
known feature of deleterious variant distributions across genomes, and again, suggests that
the constrained noncoding variant set is enriched for deleterious variants.
The prediction methods rely on different principles, and result in variant sets of
different size and allele frequency skew, and with limited overlap. The variant sets based on
sequence constraint (GERP++) show a greater excess of low frequency variants, but also
contain more variants, many of which are likely to be false positives. Protein-coding
mutations have larger deleterious effects than noncoding mutations (Kryukov et al. 2005),
which may be a reason to favour protein-coding variant sets. It remains to be seen how the
different variant sets perform in terms of genomic prediction accuracy.
In summary, we predicted potentially deleterious sequence variants in the pig, and
showed that they are enriched for rare derived variants, and enriched in genomic regions of
low recombination rate. The variant sets will be used for assessing the value of deleterious
variants for increasing the accuracy of genomic selection, and for population genomics of
and breeding to reduce deleterious load in pigs.
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Figures

Figure 1. Overlap between sets of predicted protein-coding deleterious variants.

Figure 2. Derived allele frequency spectra of a) noncoding variants, comparing constrained
and tolerated variants; and b) protein-coding variants, comparing predicted deleterious sets
to all nonsynonymous variants.

Figure 3. a) Ratio of constrained noncoding (GERP score > 1) to tolerated variants in 1
megabase bins on pig chromosome 1. b) Relationship between constrained to tolerated ratio
and count of a recombination associated sequence motif in 1 megabase bins along the pig
genome.

